. Quantifying IN-PC inhibition as changes in binned spike probability versus net spike change. Related to Figure 1 (A) Spikes of a given neuron (here: PC spikes) are aligned to the timing of a stimulus, e.g. a spike in a neighboring neuron (here: IN spikes) or a sensory stimulus, indicated by the red line. We compared two different metrics to quantify the neuron's response: (B) Average spike counts per bin (bin size = 10 ms). Below: as above, but normalized by the mean baseline spike rate. (C) Spikes from all trials are summed cumulatively, and the number is divided by the number of trials (grey solid trace). A linear fit to the baseline is extrapolated over the trial duration (grey dotted trace) and subtracted from the cumulative spike count to yield the net spike change (i.e. delta number of spikes). 
